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Abstract. CycleGAN realizes unsupervised learning of image-to-image translation. However, the performance
is inferior to the supervised learning model. In this paper, we apply Semi-Supervised Learning to CycleGAN.
We show that using a few pair data in the photo ↔ label translation by the Cityscapes Dataset can dramatically
improve the learning performance. We also show generalization performance from photo ↔ label tasks by CMP
Facade Database and Google Map using the verified hyper parameters.
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1 Introduction

Various methods have been proposed for image generation and translation tasks in Generative Adversarial Nets
(GAN)[1]. Deep Convolutional GAN (DCGAN)[2] triggered a wide variety of image generation. Conditional GAN
(cGAN)[3] was the key to image generation for specified images. In image-to-image translation, pix2pix[4] achieved
various results such as automatic coloring, texture translation, and domain translation. The pix2pix is trained using
pair images. In many cases, it is difficult to prepare such pair images. CycleGAN is very useful as an image-to-image
translation model that does not use pair images. However, the performance is inferior to the supervised learning
model. Jun-Yan Zhu et al pointed out that it was very difficult to fill this difference. They also stated that it could be
solved by giving some form of teach data. In this paper, we propose to use Semi-Supervised Learning in CycleGAN
to close the performance difference. This is realized by using pair data as a part of learning data. We show that
using a few pair data in the photo ↔ label translation by the Cityscapes Dataset can dramatically improve the
performance. We also show generalization performance from photo ↔ label tasks by CMP Facade Database and
Google Map using the verified hyper parameters.

In Section 2 of this paper, we explain CycleGAN and Semi-Supervised Learning. In Section 3, we describe
applying Semi-Supervised Learning to CycleGAN. In Section 4, we present the experimental results. We discuss
future works in Section 5.

2 CycleGAN

CycleGAN is a model for mapping between domains X and Y . CycleGAN uses two GANs: two Generators and two
Discriminators. Generators consist of GXtoY and GY toX as mapping to each domain. Discriminators consist of DX

and DY as identification of each domain. A schematic diagram of CycleGAN is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. A schematic diagram of CycleGAN

For X → Y mapping, the purpose of GXtoY is to let DY identify that the translation data GXtoY (x) was sampled
from domain Y . The purpose of DY is to correctly identify whether the input data is sampled from domain Y or
translated by GXtoY . The same is true for Y → X mapping.
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CycleGAN consists of two loss functions, Adversarial Loss (Ladv) and Cycle Consistency Loss (Lcyc). Generators
are trained to minimize the loss function. Discriminators are trained to maximize the loss function.

L(GXtoY , GY toX , DX , DY )

=Ladv(GXtoY , GY toX , DX , DY ) + λLcyc(GXtoY , GY toX) (1)

where λ is the weight for Lcyc. Each loss function is described as follows.

Adversarial Loss Adversarial Loss is a loss function used in GAN. This expresses the distance between probability
distributions. It consists of two terms, a mapping from domain X to Y , and a mapping from domain Y to X.

Ladv(GXtoY , GY toX , DX , DY ) = Ladv(GXtoY , DY ) + Ladv(GY toX , DX) (2)

Ladv(GXtoY , DY ) = Ey∼pdata(y)[log(DY (y))]

+ Ex∼pdata(x)[1− log(DY (GXtoY (x)))] (3)

Ladv(GY toX , DX) = Ex∼pdata(x)[log(DX(x))]

+ Ey∼pdata(y)[1− log(DX(GY toX(y)))] (4)

Cycle Consistency Loss One of the major features of CycleGAN is Cycle Consistency. Generators are inverse
functions of each other. Therefore, if the input data is passed through two generators, the original data is restored.
That is, GY toX(GXtoY (x)) ≈ x,GXtoY (GY toX(y)) ≈ y. The L1 norm of the input and the restored output is Cycle
Consistency Loss.

Lcyc(GXtoY , GY toX) = Ex∼pdata(x)[∥GY toX(GXtoY (x))− x∥1]
+ Ey∼pdata(y)[∥GXtoY (GY toX(y))− y∥1] (5)

Fig. 2 shows a diagram of Cycle Consistency Loss.

Fig. 2. A schematic diagram of Cycle Consistency Loss. The upper image shows ∥GXtoY (GY toX(y)) − y∥1, and the lower
image shows ∥GY toX(GXtoY (x))− x∥1.

The teaching data (that is, pair data) is not required to restore input data. This can also be shown from the learning
method of the autoencoder (unsupervised learning). Also, restoring input data means that mapping between domains
is done correctly. In other words, CycleGAN learns the relationship between domains by unsupervised learning
without using pair data. Learning algorithm of CycleGAN is shown in Algorithm 1, where θdX

, θdY
, θgXtoY

, and
θgY toX

are the parameters of DiscriminatorX, DiscriminatorY , GeneratorXtoY , and GeneratorY toX, respectively.
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Algorithm 1 Learning CycleGAN

1: for number of training iterations do
2: Sample minibatch of m samples {x(1)x(2), ..., x(m)}, {y(1), y(2), ..., (m)} from domain X,Y .
3: Update the DiscriminatorX,Y by ascendinits stochastic gradient:

∇θdX

1

m

m∑
i=1

[Ladv(GY toX , DX , X, Y )]

∇θdY

1

m

m∑
i=1

[Ladv(GXtoY , DY , X, Y )]

4: Update the GeneratorXtoY, Y toX bdescending its stochastic gradient:

∇θgXtoY

1

m

m∑
i=1

[Ladv(GXtoY , DY , X, Y ) + λLcyc(GXtoY , GY toX , X, Y )]

∇θgY toX

1

m

m∑
i=1

[Ladv(GY toX , DX , X, Y ) + λLcyc(GXtoY , GY toX , X, Y )]

5: end for

Limit of CycleGAN CycleGAN succeeds in the task of translation colors and textures. However, tasks that
require geometric changes do not perform the desired transformations. The performance is inferior to the model
using pair data such as pix2pix. As an example, photo → label task assigns different labels. Jun-Yan Zhu et al
pointed out that it was very difficult and even impossible to bridge the performance difference. As a solution
method, they mentioned that a powerful model could be constructed by giving some form of teaching data.

3 Proposed method

GAN and CycleGAN learn by Unsupervised Learning. On the other hand, pix2pix learns by Supervised Learning.
In general, Supervised Learning performance is superior to Unsupervised Learning performance for the same task.
However, not all tasks have enough teaching data. Also, it may be difficult to add new teaching data. As described
above, Semi-Supervised Learning (SSL) is a method that can learn even when there is little teaching data, and
can fill in the performance difference between Unsupervised Learning and Supervised Learning. As an example
of applying SSL to GAN[6], there is images generation of N classes. This is an extension of the discriminator to
N +1 outputs, including the number of classes N and a term that identifies it as being generated by the generator.
Compared to the conventional GAN, the image generation is clearer.

In the proposed method, SSL is applied to CycleGAN, that is, learning of pair data and learning of non-pair
are performed. The loss function Lsv when using pair data is shown below.

Lsv(GXtoY , GY toX)

=Lsv(GXtoY ) + Lsv(GY toX)

=Ex∼pdata(x),y∼pdata(y)[∥GXtoY (x)− x̂∥1 + ∥GY toX(y)− ŷ∥1] (6)

where x̂ and ŷ are pair data of y and x respectively. That is, x̂ = y, ŷ = x. Learning with non-pair data is done
with the conventional loss function. The loss function by the proposed method is shown below.

L(GXtoY , GY toX , DX , Dy)

=

{
κLsv(GXtoY , GY toX), using pair data

Ladv(GXtoY , DY ) + Ladv(GY toX , DX) + λLcyc(GXtoY , GY toX), otherwise
(7)

where κ is the weight of Lsv. Fig. 3 shows a diagram of CycleGAN learning with pair data.
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Fig. 3. A schematic diagram of CycleGAN learning with pair data. Learning with non-pair data is shown in Fig. 1

As mentioned above, there are many cases where SSL is applied by improving Discriminator. However, we think
that improvement of Generator is essential to improve the limit of CycleGAN. Therefore, when using some pair
data, the generator would be improved by incorporating the L1 distance between the output data and the teaching
data into the loss function. This is equivalent to SSL because it uses a small number of supervised data (pair data)
and a large number of unsupervised data (non-pair data). Learning algorithm of CycleGAN using SSL is shown in
Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Learning CycleGAN using SSL

1: for number of training iterations do
2: if number of training iterations less than the specified number then
3: Sample minibatch of m

′
pair samples {{{x(1), x̂(1)}, {{x(2), x̂(2)}, ..., {{x(m

′
), x̂(m

′
)}},

{{{y(1), ŷ(1)}, {{y(2), ŷ(2)}, ..., {{y(m′
), ŷ(m′

)}} from domain X,Y .
4: Update the GeneratorXtoY, Y toX by descending its stochastic gradient:

∇θgXtoY

1

m′

m
′∑

i=1

[κLsv(GXtoY , X, Y )]

∇θgY toX

1

m′

m
′∑

i=1

[κLsv(GY toX , X, Y )]

5: end if
6: Sample minibatch of m non-pair samples {x(1), x(2), ..., x(m)}, {y(1), y(2), ..., y(m)} from domain X,Y .
7: Update the discriminators and generators by using Algorithm 1.
8: end for

4 Experiments

We verify the usefulness of the proposed method using Cityscapes Dataset. Cityscapes Dataset[7] is an image-labeled
dataset that divides vehicle camera images into 30 classes. Each image is a color image of 1024 × 2048 pixels. There
are 2975 for learning and 500 for verification. In this experiment, the image data resized to 128 × 128 pixels is used
as in the experiment conducted by Jun-Yan Zhu et al.

We use FCN-Score[8] which has multiple evaluation indices. In this experiment, pixel accuracy (
∑

i nii∑
i ti

), mean

accuracy ( 1
ncl

∑
i
nii

ti
), and mean IU (Intersection-over-Union) ( 1

ncl

∑
i

nii

(ti+
∑

j nji−nii)
) are used, where nij is the

number of pixels in class i inferred to belong to class j. ncl is the number of classes included in Ground truth. ti
refers to the total number of pixels belonging to the class i in Ground truth. The pixel accuracy is the percentage
of correctly recognized pixels in the whole classes included in Ground truth. The mean accuracy is the average of
the proportion of correctly recognized pixels in each class included in Ground truth. The mean IU is a number
obtained by averaging the proportion of product sets in the union of pixel areas of class i in the Ground truth and
pixel areas recognized as class i.

Jun-Yan Zhu et al preprocessed the transformed image when deriving FCN-Score[9,10]. They assigned each pixel
of the transformed image to the class closest to the 19 major classes of the Cityscapes Dataset. After that, they
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derived FCN-Score by 19 classes. This experiment also derives FCN-Score according to this procedure. The network
architecture and hyperparameters used in this experiment conform to CycleGAN used by Jun-Yan Zhu et al.

4.1 Influences for supervised rate

Learning is performed by changing the rate (i.e. supervised rate) used as pair data in the entire training data. We
set weights λ and κ as 10. Supervised rate of 0% is equivalent to conventional CycleGAN.

Fig. 4. photo ↔ label translation for each rate of pair data

Fig. 4 shows the translation results. The photo → label translation, label swapping occurs in the conventional
CycleGAN. However, CycleGAN with SSL improves it at a very small supervised rate. There is no noticeable
difference in the label → photo translation.

FCN-Score for each supervised rate is shown in Fig. 5. In any evaluation index, it is dramatically improved by
including learning using a few pair data. From the above, CycleGAN improves dramatically the performance by
using very few pair data.

Fig. 5. FCN-Score for each supervised rate
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4.2 Characteristics for parameters κ and λ

The weight κ of Lsv is varied to learn the photo ↔ label translation. We set the weight λ is 10, and the supervised
rate is 10%. Fig. 6 shows the translation results.

Fig. 6. photo ↔ label translation for each Lsv weight κ value

An improvement can be seen in the photo → label translation as κ increases. In addition, FCN-Score also rises in
Fig. 7. There is no noticeable difference in the label → photo translation. The learning performance is improved by
making κ larger, that is, making the influence of Lsv stronger.

Fig. 7. FCN-Score for each κ

Next, the weight λ of Cycle Consistency Loss is varied to learn the photo ↔ label translation. We set the weight
κ is 10, and the supervised rate is 10%. Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show the translation results.
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Fig. 8. photo ↔ label translation for each value of λ by CycleGAN

Fig. 9. photo ↔ label translation for each value of λ by CycleGAN using SSL

In the photo → label translation, Mode Collapse occurs when λ is small in CycleGAN. In addition, if λ is large,
label interchange occurs. On the other hand, CycleGAN using SSL suppresses the exchange of labels and Mode
Collapse. In conventional CycleGAN, it is shown in Fig. 10 that FCN-Score fluctuates depending on λ. However, as
shown in Fig. 11, CycleGAN using SSL does not have a noticeable difference with λ at any value. From the above,
the performance difference due to λ is mitigated by applying SSL.
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Fig. 10. FCN-Score for each λ by CycleGAN

Fig. 11. FCN-Score for each λ by CycleGAN using SSL

4.3 Evaluation for other datasets

We validate generalization performance with other datasets to confirm the usefulness of the proposed method. We
use CMP Facade Database[11] and aerial image and map image datasets extracted from Google Maps provided by
Jun-Yan et al. We set the weights κ and λ are 10, and the supervised rate is 10%. Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 show the
translation results. Table 1 shows the FCN-Score by CMP Facade Database.
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Fig. 12. photo ↔ label translation by CMP Facade Database

Fig. 13. photo ↔ label translation by Google Maps
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Table 1. FCN-Score by CMP Facade Database

pixel accuracy mean accuracy mean IU

CycleGAN 0.3888 0.2402 0.1363

Proposed 0.5003 0.2818 0.1863

Both datasets have less training data than the Cityscapes Dataset. Therefore, the number of learnings by pair data
decreases. However, compared with the conventional CycleGAN, we confirmed clear translation close to Ground
truth. We also confirmed the improvement of FCN-Score by CMP Facade Database. From the above, it can be said
that the usefulness and generalization performance of the proposed method can be obtained even with limited pair
data.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a Semi-Supervised Learning application method for CycleGAN. In the photo ↔ label
translation experiment using the Cityscapes Dataset, we verified the performance for the rate of using pair data,
the weight of the newly added term to the loss function κ and the relevance between two objects λ and confirmed
the usefulness of the proposed method. We also confirmed the generalization performance of the proposed method
by translation experiments using CMP Facade Database and Google Map. Future works include the development of
Semi-Supervised Learning methods with further genearlization performance, and the verification for image transla-
tion between realistic image datasets.
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